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For a continuous function f from I? onto IR (respectively from an interval I onto 
itself) a certain directed graph is constructed. A theorem is given on the existence of 
non-repetitive cycles in such directed graphs. By Straftin’s theorem relating periodic 
points and non-repetitive cycles a new proof of Sarkovskii’s theorem on periodic 
points of continuous functions is obtained. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In connection with problems in biology, chemistry, physics, economics, 
etc., recently there has been great interest in describing the behaviour of 
some systems by recurrences mainly using continuous functions in one or 
several variables. After early results by Julia [ 11, a number of research 
workers (Myrberg [2,3], Mira [4], Guckenheimer [5], Guckenheimer 
et al. [6], May [7] and others) have shown that the iterative sequences of a 
simple function can exhibit rather complicated behaviour. One way to study 
this behaviour is looking for the periodic points of the function, i.e., for the 
fixed points of the iterates of the function. Here we study a continuous 
function of an interval Z onto itself. In 1964 Sarkovskii [8] proved the 
following result: 
THEOREM. Let f: R + R be continuous with a k-periodic point. Then f 
has a point of (exact) period m v m follows k in the following ordering of all 
positive integers: 
37% 7, 9 ,...; 3 * 2, 5 * 2, 7 * 2 ,...; 3 * 22, 5 . 22 )... 2”, 2” 
-1 ,...; 23, 22, 2, 1. 
Independently Li and Yorke in 1975 [9] and Straffin [lo] in 1978 proved 
parts of Sarkovskii’s theorem in a different manner. In 1977 Stefan [l I] 
described Sarkovskii’s result in English, corrected some minor errors, added 
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results of his own and gave an application to the Theory of Topological 
Entropy. 
In his work Straffin showed that there exist connections between the 
periodic points of a continuous function and a certain directed graph. We 
follow these ideas and investigate this directed graph further. As a result we 
will get a new and shorter proof of Sarkovskii’s theorem. 
2. DEFINITIONS 
First we give some definitions that are used in the sequel. 
Letf: I+1 (I= [c, d] or I = [c, d) or I = (c, d], where c and d can also be 
infinite) be a continuous function and denote the nth iterate off by f n, where 
f”:=f 0 f”-‘,f’:=J 
A point x is said to be a k-periodic point off iff “(x) =x and f ‘(x) # x for 
all i such that 0 < i < k. 
Let us assume that the function f has a k-periodic point x and let us define 
a := min{f ‘(x) 1 i = l,..., k}. Then a and its iterates define k - 1 bounded 
closed intervals on the real line which we denote by I, ,..., I&i (the 
numbering is from left to right). 
We now construct a directed graph from f and x. Since the endpoints of 
the intervals belong to the iterates of a k-periodic point, the image of an 
interval must contain by the Intermediate Value Theorem at least one of the 
intervals Ii )..., Ik- i. Label the vertices of a digraph by I, ,..., I,- i and draw a 
directed arc from Ii to Ij if f (1J 2 Ii. This construction applies to any 
continuous function with a k-periodic point, k > 2. We want to make it clear 
that the above construction depends on the function f and the k-periodic 
point x as well. Therefore one has in general different digraphs for different 
periodic points. 
To obtain valuable information from these digraphs we consider cycles. 
This means that we start from a vertex Ii and follow the directed arcs. We 
look for paths leading back to Ii. Cycles are allowed to contain a vertex 
several times. Following Straffin we call a cycle non-repetitive (nr-cycle) if it 
does not consist entirely of a cycle of smaller length traced several times. A 
cycle that contains each of its vertices only once is non-repetitive by this 
definition. By the length of a cycle we mean the number of vertices that arise 
(multiplicities counted). 
To indicate what information can be obtained from studying the nr-cycles 
of such digraphs we cite a theorem of Straflin. 
THEOREM 1 (Straffin [lo]). Let f: I + I be a continuous function with a 
k-periodic point x. If the digraph assigned to x has a nr-cycle of length m, 
then f must have an m-periodic point. 
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FIGURE 1 
The reason for studying nr-cycles is to guarantee that there are really 
periodic points of (minimal) order m rather than points of periods less than 
m. 
Before we give the next definition we give an example to clarify the 
construction of the digraph. Let us consider the function with a 4-periodic 
point given by the graph in Fig. 1. 
For this function we obtain the following implications: 
and therefore the digraph in Fig. 2. 
For a function with a 3-periodic point one gets an even simpler digraph 
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FIGURE 3 
(Straffin [lo]) as shown in Fig. 3 and one sees at once that period 3 implies 
all other periods since we can construct nr-cycles of all lengths by travelling 
the 2-cycle once and the loop as often as we need. By means of Theorem 1 
one gets the result of Li and Yorke (see Straffin also for all possible forms of 
digraphs assigned to a 5-periodic point of a continuous function). 
Since intervals defined by periodic points play an important role in the 
above constructed directed graphs we will call them interval graphs (Z- 
graphs). 
Four our further reasoning we will make extensive use of a certain 
subgraph of an Z-graph which was introduced by Straffin and which we will 
call an I-subgraph. 
Set I0 = I,, which has a as one endpoint. Define I” for n > 1 to be the 
interval Zi which has f”(a) as one endpoint and is contained in f(Z”-I). 
Depending on the function f there may be two such intervals. In this case 
choose one arbitrarily. This construction gives Zk = I’, so that we obtain a 
cycle of length k. Since there are only k - 1 vertices in a k-periodic Z-graph, 
some vertex must be repeated in this k-cycle, and at this vertex, the k-cycle 
decomposes into two cycles of smaller length (which may also be identical 
as shown by the Remark preceding Lemma 2). Since furthermore a repeated 
interval has only two endpoints it can appear only twice in the I-subgraph. 
Hence it can appear only once in each of the smaller cycles and both of 
these smaller cycles must be nr-cycles (the 2-cycle in Fig. 4 understood as an 
I-subgraph is clearly repetitive but understood as a “smaller” cycle in the Z- 
subgraph is non-repetitive). By the above reasoning we find now, if k is odd, 
that one of the smaller cycles must be of odd length. If however k is even we 
have a nr-cycle of length equal to or greater than k/2 (for a more elaborate 
reasoning see the proof of Lemma 1). 
FIGURE 4 
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3. MAIN RESULTS 
We are now able to state our main theorem. 
THEOREM 2. Let f: I + I be a continuous function with a k-periodic 
point. 
(i) Zf k # 2j, j E N U {0}, there exist I-graphs which contain m-cycles 
of all lengths 2m, m E N U {O}. 
(ii) If k > 2 there exists an Z-graph which contains nr-cycles of all 
lengths 2” where 2” < k. 
(iii) Ifk > 3, k odd, there exists an I-graph which contains nr-cycles of 
all lengths m, m > k - 1 (this was already proved by Strafln in [lo]) and 
an I-graph which contains nr-cycles of all lengths m where m is even. 
(iv) If k = 2’ . n, n > 3 and odd, there exist I-graphs that contain nr- 
cycles of all lengths 2’ . v, v > n and odd, and I-graphs that contain nr-cycles 
of all lengths 2” ’ . w, w > 3 and odd. 
Remark 1. To prevent any misunderstandings we want to make it clear 
that though we start with a certain Z-graph, that is assigned to a k-periodic 
point, the I-graphs of Theorem 2 may correspond to different periodic points 
of different periodicity. 
Remark 2. Combining our Theorem 2 with Theorem 1 of Straflin we get 
a new and easy proof of Sarkovskii’s theorem. Part (i) indicates that the 
powers of 2 lie at the end of the ordering given by Sarkovskii. Part (ii) gives 
the ordering of the powers of 2. Part (iii) gives the ordering of the odd 
integers and states that all even integers lie after the odd integers. Finally 
part (iv) gives the ordering of the even integers. 
The proof of Theorem 2 will now be given in several steps. 
LEMMA 1. Let f: I + I be a continuous function with a k-periodic point, 
k even, k > 2. Then there exists an I-graph which contains a nr-cycle of 
length m for some m such that k/2 Q m < k. 
Proof Consider the I-subgraph in the I-graph assigned to the periodic 
point. Since every interval has two endpoints it follows from the construction 
of the I-subgraph that there must be at least k/2 different vertices in the I- 
subgraph (there are k vertices and each vertex can arise at most twice). The 
smallest cycle in the I-subgroup which contains each of the different vertices 
is therefore a nr-cycle of length equal to or greater than k/2. Q.E.D. 
Remark. As the I-subgraph in the I-graph of the function in Fig. 1 
shows, the I-subgraph is in general not a nr-cycle (the 4-cycle is given by 
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Z1ZXZ1Z3Z1, see Fig. 4). This subgraph however decomposes into two iden- 
tical smaller cycles Z,ZrZ, and therefore we have a non-repetitive 2-cycle. 
LEMMA 2. Let f: I-+ Z be a continuous function with a k-periodic point 
where k is not a power of 2. Then there exists an Z-graph which contains nr- 
cycles of all lengths 2”, m > k. 
Proof We prove the lemma by induction. The result is true for 
k E { 3,5} as one sees from the Z-graphs (Straffin [lo]). Suppose it is true for 
all numbers less than k and not equal to a power of 2. We consider the k- 
cycle in the I-subgraph. As we already know, this k-cycle decomposes into 
smaller nr-cycles. Suppose one of these smaller cycles has length not a power 
of 2. Then it follows from Theorem 1 that f has a periodic point with period 
not a power of 2 and smaller than k and we have the result by the induction 
hypothesis. Let us therefore assume that all cycles with lengths smaller than 
k in the I-subgraph are of lengths that are powers of 2. Then by combining 
these cycles we get nr-cycles of all lengths that are powers of 2 greater than 
the greatest power of 2 arising as the length of one of the smaller cycles; in 
particular, all powers of 2 greater than k. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 3. Let f: I + Z be a continuous function with a k-periodic point, 
k > 2. Then there exists an I-graph which contains nr-cycles of all lengths 2” 
where 2” < k. 
Proof. We prove the lemma by induction. The result is true for 
k E {2,3} (k = 2 means that we have a single loop as Z-graph, that is, a nr- 
cycle of length 1). Suppose it is true for all numbers less than k and let us 
consider again the k-cycle in the I-subgraph. 
Let k be odd. We first observe that there exists an Z-graph which contains 
nr-cycles of all lengths n equal to or greater than k - 1. This is true for 
k c { 3,5} and, if we assume validity for all odd numbers less than k, we get 
the statement by induction as follows. The k-cycle in the I-subgraph assigned 
to the k-periodic point decomposes into smaller cycles where one of these 
has oddd length. Suppose this length is greater than 1. Then, by use of 
Theorem 1 and the induction hypothesis, the statement follows. Otherwise we 
get by composition of the smaller cycles in the I-subgraph (at least one, and 
then of length k - 1) a nr-cycle of length k - 1 and, by composition with the 
loop, nr-cycles of all lengths greater than or equal to k - 1. This proves the 
existence of an Z-graph with a nr-cycle of length k - 1 whenever k is odd. 
We use now Theorem 1 and the lemma follows by the induction hypothesis. 
Let k be even. In this case we apply Lemma 1 and get a m-cycle of length 
m where k/2 < m < k and we are done by Theorem 1 and the induction 
hypothesis. Q.E.D. 
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Remark. The part of the proof concerning odd numbers k yields the first 
part of statement (ii) in Theorem 2 and is essentially the proof of 
Straffin [IO]. 
LEMMA 4. Let f: I + I be a continuous function with a k-periodic point 
where k is odd, k > 3. Then there exists an I-graph which contains m-cycles 
of all even lengths. 
Proof. The statement is true for k E { 3,5 } as one sees from the I-graphs 
in St&in [IO]. Suppose it is true for all odd numbers less than k. Let us 
consider the I-subgraph assigned to the k-periodic point. Since k is odd there 
exists a nr-cyle of odd length m, m < k. If m > 1 we make use of Theorem 1 
and are finished by induction. Let therefore m = 1 and let us furthermore 
assume that the k-cycle is not composed of several smaller cycles (otherwise 
we have nr-cycles of odd length smaller than k by composition with the 
loop). Thus we have a k - l-cycle and a loop. Then all the intervals 
11,12,...,Ik-l are contained in the k - l-cycle. Let us denote’the vertex in the 
loop by I, and by I,, I, ,..., Ikm2, Z k-, = 1, the vertices following I,, in the 
k - l-cycle. By this we get f(Zi) 2 Z,+r, i = 0 l,..., k - 2. Finally we define 
the notions of forward branching (j-branching) and backward branching (b- 
branching). 
We say that there is an f-branching at the vertex li if there is an arc 
directed from Ii to some vertex I, where 0 < i < k - 2, i + 2 < j < k - 1 
(Ik- i = I,) and there is a b-branching at the vertex 1,. if there is a directed arc 
from Ii to some I,,, where 1 Q i < k - 2, 1 < m < i. In particular the loop will 
be understood to be a b-branching at I,. For an illustration see Fig, 5. 
In our case we now observe the following: 
(A) There cannot exist any f-branchings but only b-branchings. 
(Otherwise we would have nr-cycles of odd lengths smaller than k - 1,) 
(B) Starting from I, and going through the k - l-cycle every new 
0 I 0 r, .-•- --.- 4 
1 
%_ \ 
--._ \ 
v. 
\ 
I 
--A.$ 
/ 
%_ 
-. 4 r, 
'*.. \ I / 
‘-=..' I /, - 
__.--- ____-- -e-------- --______ --+p 
e-.-v- 
-= -1 . \\. 
FIGURE 5 
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interval must have a common point with one of the previous intervals (an 
endpoint) since otherwise by continuity the graph off would cover the inter- 
mediate intervals and we would havef-branching. 
(C) In each step, going from I,, through the k - l-cycle, the graph off 
reaches a new iterate of the k-periodic point. This follows from the method 
of construction of the I-subgraph. 
Now we consider the graph offin the interval [a, b], where a was defined 
above and b := max{f”(a) ] 1 <m <k}. I, cannot have a (or b) as an 
endpoint since otherwise by (A), (B) and (C) the graph off is forced to rise 
(or fall) gradually until reaching b (or a) in ZkP2 and going back to I,, thus 
covering all intervals I, ,..., Zk _ 2. Therefore we have b-branching from Zk _ z to 
all vertices and consequently odd m-cycles of length smaller than k in 
contradiction to the assumption (see Fig. 6). 
Let therefore I, be one of the inner intervals in [a, b]. From (B) we find 
that I, and I, have a common point. If I, has a common point with I, we 
obtain by (A), (B) and (C) a chain I,,, I,, Zr,..., I, on one side of I,, where the 
graph off reaches either a or b in I,, 1 < I < k - 4, and by (C) has to cover 
all intervals I, ,..., I, in I, or It+ i to reach the intervals on the other side of I,. 
Therefore we get either an f-branching (in contradiction to (A)) or a b- 
branching to I, ,..., I, (if t = k - 4); and since k > 7 we get an odd m-cycle of 
length smaller than k in contradiction to the assumption. Finally the 
intervals may lie alternating to the right and left from I,, (by (B)) and the 
graph will reach either a or b in an interval I,, 1 < m < k - 4. Now we get 
either an f-branching if m < k - 4 (in contradiction to (A)) or, if m = k - 4, 
FIGURE 6 
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FIGURE 7 
a b-branching in ZkV2 to the intervals Zk- 3, Z,-, ,... since the intervals lie 
alternating around I,,. That means that we have a nr-cycle of length 2 lying 
in a nr-cycle of length 4. Thus, by combination, we get m-cycles of all even 
lengths. This completes the proof of Lemma 4 (see Fig. 7). Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 5. Let f: Z-r Z be a continuous function where f 2i has a k- 
periodic point, k odd. Then there exists an Z-graph off which contains a nr- 
cycle of length 2’ . k. 
Proof. .From the assumption it follows that f has a periodic point with a 
period that is a divisor of 2’ . k of the form 2* . k, where 0 < m < i. We 
consider the I-subgraph assigned to this periodic point. Then there exists a 
nr-cycle of length n where (2” . k)/2 < n < 2” . k (Lemma 2). If now n is 
greater than (2”’ . k)/2 the 2”’ . k-cycle in the I-subgraph is non-repetitive 
and composed of smaller nr-cycles and we can construct nr-cycles of all 
lengths that are multiples of 2” . k; in particular, we have a nr-cycle of 
length 2’ . k. If n equals (2” . k)/2 we apply Theorem 1 to find a periodic 
point with period 2”‘-’ . k and consider the corresponding I-subgraph. 
Repeating the above argument (at most m times) we either find a nr-cycle of 
length 2j . k, 1 < j < m, composed of smaller nr-cycles and thus a nr-cycle 
of length 2’ . k in a certain I-subgraph or we end up with a nr-cycle k. 
Theorem 1 and Lemma 4 then give the desired result. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 6. Let f: I-, Z be a continuous function with a k-periodic point, 
k = 2’ . m, m > 3 odd. Then for any length u where u = 2’ . j, j > m odd, or 
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u=2’. v, v > 3 odd, I > i, there exists an I-graph which contains a m-cycle 
of length u. 
Remark. Let us again emphasize that in general there is not a single Z- 
graph which contains nr-cycles of all these lengths u but rather a number of 
I-graphs each of which contains only some of these lengths u. 
ProoJ Suppose that f has a point of period 2’ . m. Then f li has a point 
of period m. Since m is odd it follows from Strafftn’s theorem (that is the 
first part of (iii) in our Theorem 2) and Lemma 4 and finally Theorem 1 that 
f 2i has periodic points of all periods j where j > m, j odd, and of all even 
periods. Therefore f has (by Lemma 5) I-graphs with nr-cycles of lengths 
2’ . j where j greater than m, j odd. This proves the first part of our lemma. 
Since f li has periodic points of all even periods f “+I has periodic points of 
all periods v where v is odd. Theorem 1, Lemma 5 and a simple induction 
now complete the proof. Q.E.D. 
We now prove Theorem 2. Parts (i) and (ii) are given by Lemmas 2 and 3. 
Part (iii) is given by Strafftn [lo] and Lemma 4 and part (iv) is given by 
Lemma 6. 
One may ask if the result of Sarkovskii is sharp, that is, if there are some 
implications possible from right to left in Sarkovskii’s ordering of the 
integers. Sarkovskii’s answer is no. We want to discuss this question now 
from our point of view. 
LEMMA 7. Let f: [a, b] + [a, b] be a continuous function with a k- 
periodic point x where a :=min(f'(x)l 1 <i< k) and 
b := max{ f ‘(x) 1 1 < i < k}. Then in order to have an m-periodic point off it 
is necessary that the I-graph assigned to x contains a cycle of length m. 
Remark. This m-cycle may also be repetitive. 
Proof. Suppose f has an m-periodic point y. Now y belongs to one of the 
intervals of the I-graph, say Ii. Set I, .- * Ii and define I,, to be the interval 
that contains f “( y). Thus I,,, = I, and we have an m-cycle. Q.E.D. 
By means of Lemma 7 and the construction in Lemma 4 leading to the 
existence of nr-cycles of all even lengths we have at once counterexamples of 
functions with k-periodic points, k odd, and without points of period m < k, 
m odd. Take k arbitrary points on the real line and the intervals 1, ,..., Ik- 1 so 
defined. Take I, to be the interval I(,-,,,, and renumber the other intervals 
alternately around I,. Then draw the graph off as in Fig. 7. The I-graph off 
then contains no nr-cycles of odd lengths smaller than k as follows from the 
proof of Lemma 4. 
Concerning counterexamples for k even or in particular a power of 2 we 
conjecture that a method of construction can be given using Z-graphs. We 
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only want to indicate one possible way to reach this goal. Let us assume that 
we want to construct an example for a continuous function with a point of 
period 2’ . k, k odd and greater than 3, which has no point of period n where 
IZ precedes 2’ . k in the ordering of Sarkovskii. We then construct a function 
g which has a point of period k but no point of period V, u odd and smaller 
than k. If there now exists a continuous function f withy” = g we havef as 
a counterexample. Clearly f has a point of period 2’ . k (by Lemma 5 and 
Theorem 1) and must not have any point of period smaller than 2’ . k in 
Sarkovskii’s ordering since otherwise f would have a point of period 
2’ e (k - 2) and that leads to a contradiction for the function g. 
Thus our problem leads us to the very complicated and highly interesting 
field of fractional iteration (for definitions and references see Kuczma [ 121) 
and continuous iteration semigroups (see Zdun [ 131). Unfortunately we did 
not succeed in proving that the functions g constructed above have such frac- 
tional iterates as required. 
Finally we want to mention that the study of periodic points of continous 
functions in higher dimensions may also be of great interest. Though 
Sarkovskii’s result is in general not valid for functionsf: I?” + I?” (the result 
in R’ depends strongly on the order structure of I? ‘), Kloeden [ 141 has 
recently discussed a special case where Sarkovskii’s theorem is also true in 
I?“. It might be worth-while to use graph methods to get other conditions for 
generalizing Sarkovskii’s theorem to higher dimensions. 
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